
Week 12 guidance      

Hello, 
 
Hope you had a lovely weekend. Here are activity ideas for the next week. 
 
As always you can contact us through our class email and remember you do not have to print out sheets of 
stuff but view it on the screen and use your exercise books.  
 

Maths 
This week our focus is algebra and algebraic investigations. 
Please see accompanying introduction video. 
 

English 
This week we are creating a leaflet to advertise a space hotel! 
Please see accompanying introduction video. 
 

Explore and Discover 
 

Look at the powerpoint on the Northern Lights or do some research of your own. Using chalks or another medium, 
recreate the lights on paper. You could include a silhouette horizon too.   

       
 
 

RE/Transition 
 
This week we’re thinking about changes that have happened in our lives and changes that will happen in the 
future. 
Watch video about humans growing: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nN_jcom8TR4 
What changes can you see here? What changes have happened in your life so far?  
Sometimes we have big changes in our life we can control and that we cannot control. E.g. Going to secondary 
school or a family pet dying.  
 
Activity: 
List any changes you are scared of/ not scared of. You could use the sheet in resources. With an adult talk 
about ways of tackling the changes they fear. 
In resources is another worksheet for you to think about and list your support network – adults and friends 
who you trust to give you advice and support. 
 
 

Votes for schools 
Go to the Keston website, distant learning and votes for schools. Here you will find a new topic to debate, 
discuss and explore. It is a perfect opportunity to sit down with the family and have a debate. Let us know your 
thoughts. 

 P.E 
 Please see guidance on the website. 

Music  
 
Go to https://charanga.com/site/log-in/ and log in as a student.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nN_jcom8TR4


To log in: Username: firstname,surname followed by kps. 
 Password: your class name. shakespeare or dickens. Eg: johnsmithkpsShakespeare.  
 
Mrs Woods has set a music lesson up for you to complete, this will be changed weekly. 
 

 


